AUMA Cloud
AUMA Assistant App
SMART ASSET MANAGEMENT FOR ELECTRIC ACTUATORS

Maximum availability
throughout your plant
Digitisation is at the forefront in all industrial sectors, irrespective of the
market – the water industry, energy generation, oil & gas industry and the
process industry. In the age of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), referred
to as Industrie 4.0 in Germany, recording, evaluation and networking of
comprehensive information provided by field devices is of growing importance.
Failure or unscheduled plant standstill possibly involves large costs. Hence,
predictive condition-based maintenance and efficient Asset Management of field
devices are core factors to prevent system failures and to maximise plant
availability.
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THE IIOT – EXCELLENCE IN SUPPORT

>> AUMA CLOUD
>> AUMA ASSISTANT APP

AUMA actuators are used for automating industrial
valves. They master core functions within process
control and functional reliability is essential for smooth
plant operation.
AUMA actuators paired with intelligent AC actuator
controls excel by their clever self-diagnostic functions
and provide large varieties of status information on the
actuators and pertaining valves. These combinations are
easily integrated into networks and communicate with
the DCS either via fieldbus, Ethernet-based systems or
wireless and automatically signal their maintenance
requirement.

We are ready to close this gap with our smartest tools
– AUMA Cloud and AUMA Assistant App.
These innovative tools offer new and straightforward
solutions for early identification of maintenance
requirements and shape lean and cost-optimised
processes – either alternatively to or alongside conventional options via the DCS. All you need is a smartphone, laptop or tablet.
Stay ahead in the age of the IIoT, the fourth industrial
revolution. With the AUMA Cloud and AUMA Assistant
App, everything is within your control.

However, this data and information was often neglected
by Asset Management Systems.
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Network solutions by AUMA
Intensifying automation requirements – often paired with less operating staff on site – call for new concepts to ensure predictive
condition-based maintenance and successful Asset Management. Both AUMA Cloud and AUMA Assistant App are premium innovative
tools for networking people, devices and data.

AUMA CDT SOFTWARE
The proven AUMA Commissioning and Diagnostic Tool
(CDT) has been used for many years to configure AUMA
actuators by means of a Windows PC while offering the
output of diagnostic data. The innovative approach
includes the option to upload the results to the AUMA
Cloud for detailed analysis.
The mobile alternative for the CDT is now available with
the AUMA Assistant App.

PLANT OPERATORS
For operators, smooth plant operation is the prime
focus. You are kindly invited to use the AUMA Cloud
as an advanced tool for predictive condition-based
maintenance schemes for your AUMA actuators.
Look forward to a digital platform for smooth data
exchange and many further options with the
objective of optimising processes while boosting
plant reliability.
AUMA SERVICE
AUMA service experts provide comprehensive knowhow on AUMA products. Both AUMA Cloud and AUMA
Assistant App are directly linked to these experts.
Any detailed device information can be attached to your
service request. This provides clues for remote diagnostics while speeding up fault remedy. Status of service
requests and further actions can be tracked with the
AUMA Cloud.
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AUMA CLOUD
The AUMA Cloud is the driving element of the AUMA digital world, acting as interactive
platform for efficient maintenance of AUMA actuators at moderate cost.
The AUMA Cloud collects all device data of all actuators within one site and provides a clear
overview at a glance. Detailed analysis provides valuable information on potential maintenance requirements. Additional functions foster smooth Asset Management.

AUMA ACTUATORS
Comprehensive operating data recording and providing a time
stamped event report is standard for AUMA actuators.
This data is the basis for successful predictive condition-based maintenance and is assessed within the AUMA Cloud.
It is up to you to decide on how you upload the data to your AUMA
Cloud: Via CDT or AUMA Assistant App snapshots on demand or as
automatic routine, for example using live monitoring.

AUMA ASSISTANT APP
The AUMA Assistant App is the mobile link between you and
your AUMA actuators. Use the app to conveniently set your
device parameters or read operating data for diagnostics – on
your smartphone or tablet. Another asset is the direct access to
all your device-specific documents.
The AUMA Assistant App is the data hub for the AUMA Cloud:
Device information, diagnostic data and documents can be
downloaded from the application and uploaded to the cloud.
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Easy Asset
Management
AUMA CLOUD
The AUMA Cloud is the central platform for collecting and
assessing all actuator data. All pieces of information and data are
merging. Navigate through your virtual site, get an overview on
the status of your actuators at a glance. You will also be able to
anticipate maintenance requirements and implement the appropriate schemes.
AUMA Cloud is working with any web browser and does not
require additional software installation. Intuitive operation allows
immediate and productive access within minutes.
The AUMA Cloud is your perfect support for taking own actions
for predictive condition-based maintenance.

>> IIOT FOR ACTUATORS
>> INTERACTIVE PLATFORM
>> SMART DIAGNOSTICS AND SERVICE
>> IMPROVED PLANT AVAILABILITY
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CREATE ASSET MANAGEMENT

ASSESS DIAGNOSTIC DATA

Get a quick overview and organise your
virtual site with all installed actuators and
valves.

AUMA actuators are true data hunters. They
store many pieces of operating data
providing information about load and
ambient temperature acting on both
actuator and valve.

You are able to group and assign actuators
to individual parts of your site. Actuator
identification is unambiguous thanks to
device name, serial number or KKS number.
The easiest way is to gather device information using the AUMA Assistant App – for
example by scanning the DataMatrix code
on the name plates. Very few steps are
required to subsequently upload the data to
the AUMA Cloud.

Use this data for predictive condition-based
maintenance of your site, this is made easy
using the AUMA Cloud.
Upload snapshots to the AUMA Cloud via
the AUMA Assistant App or the AUMA CDT
software. Automatic solutions are also an
option.
Snapshot data is analysed within the AUMA
Cloud. Parameters like uptime are automatically calculated. Thanks to the clear presentation, you obtain information about the
status of your actuators, identify trend
progress and recognise potential maintenance requirements at a glance.

This data is saved by your actuator:
AUMA actuators equipped with AC
actuator controls record among others the
following operational data:
>> Time-stamped event report for
parameter changes, warning signals
and faults
>> Number of starts
>> Motor running time
>> Torque characteristics
>> Temperatures in motor and actuator
controls
>> Vibration
Parameters for the valve
Ambient temperatures and operational data
recorded by the actuator allow assessment
of the valve load. The full stroke equivalent
for example is quite important to determine
maintenance intervals for the valve. These
overall parameters can also be calculated
using the AUMA Cloud.

Anticipating
the future
REQUEST EXPERT SUPPORT
Do you have questions or do you need more
detailed diagnostics or repair? AUMA service
is capable of providing swift and competent
support.
Use the AUMA Cloud for sending your
service requests. Your request is directly
transmitted to one of our experienced
service experts who will contact you
without delay.
Important data like snapshot files or
actuator photos can be sent as attachments
with your request. Our service expert will
then be able to promptly assess your case
and find the appropriate solutions to
remedy the fault.
Each service request is automatically saved
as a service case within our Customer
Relationship Management System (CRM).
Status and processing steps of handling can
be viewed at any time on the AUMA Cloud.

The current version of the AUMA Cloud is just the first
step. We are already working on schemes for tomorrow.
IIoT offers tremendous potential; such as: live monitoring of decentralised sites, actuators requesting support
autonomously on demand, remote maintenance and
diagnostics as well as interfaces to internal and external
systems, calculating individual parameters and figures as
well as machine learning schemes.
Music of the future? Of course not – first reference
installations have been implemented quite successfully.
It will be our pleasure to develop tailored solutions that
are adapted and individualised to your specific needs.
With the AUMA Cloud and the AUMA Assistant App,
we have created a performing and flexible foundation
that is easy to expand. Our teams enjoy a unique expert
knowledge about our actuators.
You, as plant operator, are the expert for your specific
process requirements. Together, we will identify the
ideal solutions adapted to your needs.
We kindly invite you to discuss your ideas with us and
look forward to meeting you face to face.
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Setup and documents via app
AUMA ASSISTANT APP
The AUMA Assistant App is a comfortable configuration and
diagnostics tool for AUMA actuators. Save time and cost during
commissioning, servicing and troubleshooting.

>> SWIFT PARAMETERISATION
>> ACCESS TO DIAGNOSTIC DATA
AND DOCUMENTS
>> SIMPLE ASSET TRACKING
>> DATA UPLOAD TO THE
AUMA CLOUD
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SET DEVICE PARAMETERS
VIA BLUETOOTH

CREATE SNAPSHOTS
VIA BLUETOOTH

All device parameters are comfortably set
via the AUMA Assistant App. This saves
valuable time and cost during commissioning.

The snapshot function records the current
status of all device and operational data
such as running times, operation cycles and
torque characteristics. This information
facilitates maintenance and troubleshooting.

Connection to the actuator is wireless via
Bluetooth. Password-protected user levels
provide efficient protection against unauthorised parameter modification. You may:
>> Change parameters one by one or in
groups
>> Transfer predefined parameter strings to
an actuator
>> Copy actuator settings to another device

You may upload the results to the AUMA
Cloud for detailed analysis.
Or simply send your snapshot file via a
service request to AUMA service for remote
diagnostics by a service expert.

SCAN THE CODE TO
DOWNLOAD DOCUMENTS

ASSET TRACKING VIA SERIAL NUMBER
LISTS

FAST SUPPORT
BY THE AUMA SERVICE

Long searches for printed operation
instructions and collateral documents are
music of the past. The AUMA Assistant App
allows you direct local access at any time to
actuator specific documents.

The serial number lists allow recording of all
on site actuators within a very short time.

You may also contact AUMA service directly
via the AUMA Assistant App. Attach
important information such as snapshot files
or photos. This facilitates remote diagnostics
by our experts.

Simply scan the DataMatrix code on the
name plate of your AUMA actuator and you
are able to download the following documents:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Technical data sheets
Operation instructions
Inspection certificates
Wiring diagrams and legends
3D solid models

Create a separate serial number list for each
part of the site. Then assign the pertaining
actuators by scanning the DataMatrix code.
This data is collected to be uploaded to the
AUMA Cloud.

Each service request automatically creates a
service case within our Customer Relationship Management System (CRM) which is
sent to one of our experts. Status and
processing steps of handling can be viewed
at any time on the AUMA Cloud.
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Just give
it a go!

Are you interested?
Experience for yourself the advantages of our
digital service portfolio. This is also easy and
straightforward.

INSTALLATION AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
REGISTER ONCE –
USE ALL DIGITAL AUMA SERVICES
Our digital services myAUMA, AUMA Assistant App and AUMA
Cloud are password protected. Only registered and logged in users
may access data and functions.

AUMA ASSISTANT APP
The AUMA Assistant App is available for free download with Google
Play and in the Apple App Store. The use is also free of charge.

These AUMA services use a common user administration. Your
advantage: You only need to register once and then you are able to
use the complete service portfolio.

AUMA CLOUD
The AUMA Cloud is a web application, accessible from any browser
irrespective of the operating system or end device (laptop, smartphone, tablet, PC). The use is free of charge.
As web application, no installation or IT infrastructure modifications
are required. Just open the link below:
https://cloud.auma.com/
Or get more information on the AUMA Cloud:
www.aumacloud.com

System requirements
The AUMA Assistant App runs on mobile end devices with the
operating systems Android 5.0 or higher and iOS 10.2 or higher.
Note for iOS users
The complete functionality is only available for Android devices.
Functions for parameter and snapshot settings are not possible with
iOS since a Bluetooth connection to the actuator is required.
Bluetooth interfaces in AUMA actuator controls are currently not
supported by iOS.
Example data:
If no AUMA actuator is located in the vicinity, test the AUMA
Assistant App using the following example:
Scan the following codes:

Or enter this number manually:
Order number: 13260321
Actuator serial number: 3313MD08695
Actuator controls serial number: 3313MA03909
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Better safe
than sorry

Your data security is our key concern. We want to provide
the highest security by introducing a great number of
protective actions.

SAFETY FOR YOUR DATA
AUTHENTICATION

DATA SECURITY

With the launch of the AUMA Cloud, we have created a common
user platform for our digital portfolio including myAUMA, AUMA
Assistant App and AUMA Cloud.

The AUMA Cloud uses the physical cloud infrastructure of Microsoft
Azure, a global leader amongst cloud computing providers. Thanks
to regular checks, Microsoft Azure guarantees platform security and
conformity with the valid set of industry-specific standards such as
ISO 27001, HIPAA, FedRAMP, SOC 1 and SOC 2.

Our digital services offer premium password safety. All authentication activities are logged, irrespective whether they are successful
or unsuccessful. Our login area is protected against brute force
attacks by limiting the number of login trials. We use safe,
adaptive hashing functions.

SAFE COMMUNICATION

The data centres used by the AUMA Cloud are located in Muellheim/Germany and Azure data centres in Western Europe within the
European Union.
For further information on Microsoft Azure, please click:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/trusted-cloud/

Communication to the AUMA Cloud is always established via a
safe and encrypted HTTPS connection.
The session ID is generated at the beginning of a session by a safe
random function. Analysis and forecast of session IDs is thus
prevented.
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AUMA Riester GmbH & Co. KG
Aumastr. 1
79379 Muellheim
Germany
Tel +49 7631 809-0
Fax +49 7631 809-1250
info@auma.com
AUMA subsidiaries and representatives are
implanted in more than 70 countries. For
detailed contact information, please refer to
our website.
www.auma.com
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